Steps to ISO/IEC 27001:2022 certification

ISO/IEC 27002:2022 was published in February 2022. This update means that ISO/IEC 27001:2022 is expected to be published later in the year. The below should help your journey.

2. Help your team understand the changes. We have training to support.
4. Ensure your risk assessment, security objectives and context are aligned.
5. Look at the evidence for including or excluding necessary controls. Update your SoA accordingly.
6. Implement relevant changes based on your risk treatment plan and new/modified controls.
7. Conduct an internal audit and MRM to see if changes have been implemented effectively.
8. ISO/IEC 27001:2022 is published.
9. Contact us to schedule your transition audit.
10. Your auditor confirms implementation of your newly chosen controls and their alignment with your ISMS.
11. Check auditor feedback and act based on the results.

Contact us for more support: certification@sgs.com